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Just about a month ago, one of my closest acquaintances 
passed away at the ripe old age of 89 years. This gentleman 
was known for his nobility & kindness. Throughout his 
lifetime, people around him respected him as one of the 
noblest & kindest person. I have experienced that myself 
& know that for sure. Unfortunately, I could not attend his 
last rites to bid him a good bye from this existence, as I 
was away from my town on one of my seminar schedules. 
Once I was back, a person told me very sadly that there 
were not even 4 people related to him who could act as 
pall bearers to take his body to the final destination. Such 
a noble person definitely deserved a better send off. 

Here, was the person who supported so many, provided 
his shoulder to even so many to cry on & relieve their 
sadness & sorrow, ironically could not find 4 shoulders 
to carry his mortal remains. I have no doubts that all 
those who knew about this incidence would have felt 
extremely sad & must have wondered whether the 
goodness or nobility in life really pays at all.

I think, one has to look at the issue more deeply before 
reaching any such conclusions. If one looks around 
one can find more or less the same fate for the many 
who have rendered a compassion & love towards 
everyone who came across in their lives but have 
ended up similarly. What is interesting in the whole 
episode is that most of these personalities died at a 
very ripe age of 80 & above.

There is a point here, which is worth probing into. 
Somewhere I have a strong feeling that if these people 

had bided good bye to the world may be 15 years 
younger, things would have been different altogether. 
There would have been many more to offer their 
shoulders to pick up the burden of the mortal remains 
of these deceased or departed souls. Why is it so?

One can look into this even further to realize that the 
impact of human actions whether good or bad, on the 
environment is limited in nature. It possibly does not last 
beyond the three generations if one can use the generation 
as a measure of unit of time. What this really means is that 
the impact of the nobility and compassionate acts of these 
people do not last beyond the third generation. The grace 
of their kindness does not go beyond the third generation 
and does touch nobody’s heart thereafter. They just fade 
away. The only way their acts are remembered are by the 
way of their next generation. In the case I have cited, the 
children of this noble man had migrated to the other 
countries for the past 4 decades and had no strings 
attached to any of the relations around. Obviously there 
was no bridge for his kindness to flow further to the 
people around. The generations beyond the three had 
already lost relationship with this noble soul. Most of the 
people of his own generation had already passed away 
during the past few years due to old age and the members 
of immediate next generation possibly either is in 
incapacitated state if not passed away, but definitely 
not in a position physically to attend the funeral. So 
this is bound to happen. Look at any of those ce

- Ajit Sir
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As long as a man is 
capable of earning 
wealth so long are his 
family and those around 
him are attached to him. 
But no one cares to even 
enquire into his well-
being when he lives at 
home, his body having 
grown old and infirm. 

Here the poet (Adi 
Shankaracharya) comes 
out with the bitter truth 
of life. Basically one has 
to believe that whatever 
is born has to decay and 

ultimately die. That is a truth universally accepted without many 
controversies. In fact there is no problem in accepting this aspect at 
all. The situations between the two pegs of birth and death is what is 
generally called as a life, poses some serious challenges however. 
These situations are generally called as relationships. Look at this, 
relationship is not a natural phenomenon. Freedom is a nature of the 
soul, not the bondage. Relationship is nothing but a bondage, a bond-
age which has been chosen by you with a particular purpose. The 
relationship that one chooses is truly his or her need. 

During one of my first few trips to America, I met an young Indian 
born lady who had migrated from a place in Central India to 
Chicago. She started talking about her parents in India when she 
realised that I am involved in teaching reiki which can be used for 
restoration of health. She kept on saying that her parents are very 
old and unwell. The father was paralyzed for the past few years and 
the mom is now down with a fracture of hip bone. There was no one 
to attend to them. The lady started shedding tears which made me 
little sad. I could feel her pain in her heart. The lady in the course of 
her talking stated that her mother had come and stayed with her for 
almost 6 months, just a year ago, after this lady had delivered a 
baby, leaving her paralyzed husband behind in India all alone. I was 
amazed by the love that a lady had shown towards her daughter 
when the daughter needed her so much. Now, I felt even deeply for 
the old mother, bedridden and still to manage the bedridden 
paralyzed husband- both beyond advanced age of seventy plus. I 
asked a young lady, “Why do you not go back to your home in India 
and be with your mother? She needs you so much. “ The lady said 

wryly, “No I can’t. How can I leave everything here (in America) and 
be there now?” I wondered what kind of relationship is this? The 
lady in advanced age, came running, leaving everything behind 
(including an ailing hubby) just to be with her pregnant daughter to 
help her. He had thousand reasons to stop her from coming to 
America and only one reason for her to come.. The immense love & 
compassion for her own daughter. And here is this lady, when 
wanted most by her ailing, disabled mother is just shedding tears 
for her but not willing to leave her luxurious lifestyle for reaching her 
ailing mother. What kind of relationship is this? This is utter selfish-
ness in the name of relationship. 

I was reading a psychology book by a well known author. He has 
established there that even Parenting is not a natural instinct of 
humans. It is an acquired phenomenon. I tend to believe this. I have 
a feeling that every relationship is basically an adjustment to take 
care of insecurity that rests within each human. It is the need with 
an insecurity and fear as a driving force behind. The moment one 
becomes secured, the same relationship which actually provided 
you a shelter becomes a liability. Every relationship no matter how 
close it was at one point of time, starts becoming a burden at one 
point of time. Every relationship adds to the burden on human 
existence after a particular period in life. Like a human life cycle, 
there is a human relationship cycle which follows the bell shaped 
curve. It has its own peeks after which it starts tapering and going 
down with time. I have seen in many homes that after a death of a 
person in that house, the energy level suddenly enhances and the 
people left behind gaining a lot of energy feeling light and happy at 
their core. Outwardly however there is manifestation of sorrow and 
sadness. This conflict of the inner state and the outer manifestation 
is something difficult for many people to manage. 

As the author says here, your own people start moving away from 
you the moment you deplete in wealth and energies. They are no 
longer interested in you. That is the time possibly every one at a 
particular cycle of life, starts realizing that people never loved him 
or her, they were just attracted to what he/she had to offer. The 
moment the offerings are all dried out, the relationship in reality 
dies. Most of the relationships are thus peripheral in nature. Periph-
eries keep on changing with times and so do relationships. It is 
something like you love a person who looks good wearing a particu-
lar set of clothes. How long can that person keep on wearing those 
clothes? The moment he/she changes those clothes, the attraction 
has already given away. Our peripherals are more like the clothes 
that you were, may be lasting little longer, but clothing none the 
less. These are the hard realities of life and one may have to accept 
them and not get involved in too many relationships. More you 
create, the more you need to break through. You are only making 
your way out difficult.

Bhaja Govindam... (Verse 5)
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If you have never visited www.worldometers.info, I urge you - do it. Look it 
up when you have enough time to contemplate on what the information in 
front of your eyes gives birth to inside of you. I guarantee you'd be moved 
by the sheer stretch of data pulsating on the screen in front of you. ( And 
no, regrettably I've not been employed by the site's marketing.)
 
Worldometers.info shows up real time world statistics, various data on a 
global scale. All that matters - world population at this exact moment - 
moment by moment; human births since the beginning of the year or since 
the beginning of this day; human deaths respectively; total dollars spent on 
public education or on healthcare; books published; internet world users; 
people who died of hunger today (17 011 as I am writing); oil, gas, coal 
resources we have on our hands before our earth runs out of them, how 
many days we got till it happens... The counters for all that data are 
enormous - with 13 digits, way into the billions and in some cases even 
beyond billions, they switch digits with such a frenetic speed so that if you 
look at them for a minute, a tremble rises inside of you in synch with the 
fluctuating numbers. 
All these vast lengths of digits at large determine the quality of our life – 
mine, yours, peoples' on Earth - and how long that life is going to last the 
way we know it. The state of the society we live in is also evident by the 
numbers– do we globally make more cars than computers, is there more 
spending on military than on education. The tendencies of all of us people 
– our global habitual living – good and not so good, can also be seen 
underneath the numbers.  I call it The code of the state of our world - 
calculated in real time, momentarily, digits turning over and over in a blink 
of an eye. Nonstop. 

From the moment I started writing the first word of this article, for example, 
to this very moment the world population has grown by roughly 2,200 
people. There was no way to know the exact increase unless I clicked on 
the “pause” up there, wrote down the number I had frozen the screen at, 

then after the time had passed by I unpaused back, and for a split second 
managed to take count of the new number that had taken transformation 
during that time. There was no way to take notice of the numeral change, 
unless I held the world on pause, that is how incomprehensible the speed 
of change is! Last time I had visited the site, merely a year ago, there were 
6.6 billion people on our planet. At this moment, taking count again only by 
pausing the wicked speed of the digits, we are 7,228,701,564 people on 
earth. Take notice of that count when you look the web-site up and you'd 
realize the tremendous quantitative expansion of life that is taking place on 
our beautiful Earth right now, at this very time of ours.  

The site claims that its "algorithm processes the latest and most accurate 
statistical data available”, its projections reliable, computations accurate to 
milliseconds. This is not even the point! Accurate to a millisecond or less 
precise, the life on earth is expanding exponentially, and looking at these 
counters gets us in touch with that realization as nothing else I know of 
does. Don't you get the sense of an enormous organism breathing in synch 
with the pulse of these counters - our planet that is, with you, and me, and 
all people in our lives, and all living beings on Earth, all of us in it together, 
as one united entity. Part of the beauty of technological advances is in 
illustrating spiritual truths the way people before us were not so lucky to 
have as a point of constant reference. We're all One, the counters say 
behind the digits, we are all in it together! Truths that only enlightened 
human beings in the centuries before us could see, are accessible now, 
data is all over trustworthy websites. The question is what we do with these 
data – you and I, and all of us collectively. Do we keep all that information 
in mind as a driving force to become better in what we do professionally so 
we contribute to that One at our prime? Do we work nonstop on ourselves 
to become the best each of us possibly could? Are we collaborating with 
each other so that we eventually solve the tasks that some of the counters 
show we must solve in order to survive as a species? What are the motives 
behind our actions? 
All of these not easy questions that the digits of worldometers.info provoke, 
to me, boil down to a spiritual quest – no more, no less. Manage yourself, 
and the world will be managed, as Sir always teaches. Every true spiritual 
practice will do it, is my believe, but we must keep on implementing it 
nonstop. The way the digits of the wordometers counters never stop, not 
even for a millisecond. Tick-tack, tick-tack,...Deaths since the beginning of 
the day being one of the counters. That digit's switch will someday be 
caused by myself, having left this life at that particular millisecond. Just a 
digit's turn over, one life less. What have I done, have I done it right - at my 
best for the best - before the wicked switch of that digit takes place, is all 
that counts. Adding spiritual depth to the whirl of the digits is what makes 
it count. Luckily we have been given pointers how to make it happen.

I encountered worldometers.info late into one night while closing one after 
another windows with web-pages that my family has been gravitating 
around in the window of time and mindset of that particular day. X-ing the 
day's worth of virtual wanderings one tab at a time, being absorbed into 
info acquisitions evident by the opened web-pages - worldometers.info 
being one of them then, keeping track of  directions, always ending up 
uplifted, grateful for that incredible accumulation and availability of 
knowledge over the Internet. In the silence of that night the mesmerizing 
whirl of the global digits resonated deeply, the web-site bookmarked since, 
including in my mind.

Word’s  Code  Nadia L, Chicago, USA
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Ever wondered why should we practice ‘Reiki’ every day. 
There are many reasons for us to do so and not just one. 
However, I choose to limit the limitless for the purpose of 
our understanding and learning to only one topic ‘Vedana’, 
for the time being.

Vedanā (Sanskrit; Pali) is a Buddhist term traditionally 
translated as either "feeling" or "sensation." In general, 
vedanā refers to the pleasant, unpleasant and neutral 
sensations that occur when our internal sense organs come 
into contact with external sense objects and the associated 
consciousness. Every act of ours results into a resultant 
feeling in our aura, which may be pleasant, unpleasant or 
neutral. You eat good food and it results into the expansion of 
aura or pleasant sensations. Some misunderstanding in a 
relation and the aura shrinks or unpleasant sensations are 
generated or simply brushing your teeth which mostly 
maintains a status quo within our entity.

Every moment of our life, whether out of knowledge  or 
otherwise we make some or the other choice of doing 
something. Be it going to Pizza hut for filling up the tummy 
and entertaining our taste buds, going for a shopping 
therapy on a Sunday evening, working very hard for better 
grades/salaries as the case may be, or using facebook and 
what App to tickle our emotions . Whatever it may be, we 
basically look forward to create sensations or ‘Vedana’ 

(Pleasant, unpleasant or neutral sensations). In short 
everybody wants to feel good at all points of time.  As 
enunciated above the sensations generated on our coming 
into contact with external objects may result into a pleasant, 
unpleasant or neutral sensation. Apart from a whole lot of 
other parameters which decide our resultant feeling 
(Which may be pleasant, unpleasant or neutral), one thing 
which is very clear is that we are taking a very long route 
to get pleasant feelings. If the very purpose of any of our 
actions is intended to generate pleasant feelings, then how 
do all these external sense objects come in between and 
develop cravings at the mind level whereby we just blindly 
go on repeating the whole process over and over again in 
order to feel good. Is taking ‘Reiki’ not the simplest of all 
solutions to generate pleasant feelings or sensations to say 
the least. Not only do we get pleasant feeling but also it 
cleanses our existence at every level. We become a better 
presence with every ‘Reiki’ practicing day. As a matter of 
fact, Ajit Sir has often quoted by saying that, “Why do you 
do so much of running about  when you get it directly by 
practicing reiki or being in the sanidhya of ‘Shree Swami 
Samarth’ , whatever you want the fundamental thing is the 
feel good factor and you get it directly here”. The answer is 
obvious to all of us at the intellectual level, let us see how 
much it gets into our system in totality.

Why do we need to practice ‘Reiki’ everyday?

SHIVA 
HEALS 
YOU…
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Here are the guidelines given by Yogi Aurobindo 
about the ashram life and what the ashram 
expects from sadhaks staying in ashram. This 
should help our sadhaks get some good insights 
on the matter.

This Ashram has been created with another object than 
that ordinarily common to such institutions, not for the 
renunciation of the world but as a center and a field of 
practice for the evolution of another kind and form of life 
which would in the final end be moved by a higher spiritual 
consciousness and embody a greater life of the spirit.

This is not an Ashram like others - the members are not 
Sanyasis; it is not Moksha that is the sole aim of the Yoga 
here. What is being done here is a preparation for a work 
- a work which will be founded on Yogic consciousness 
and Yoga-Shakti, and can have no other foundation.

A sadhaka in the Ashram is expected to observe the 
following conditions:

All physical sexual relation or connection between a 
sadhak and sadhika are absolutely forbidden and 
inadmissible in the Ashram. 

All vital relation of a sexual character are contrary to the 
sadhana and must also be given up by those who wish to 
stay in the Ashram and progress in the Yoga.

Even a husband and wife must stop all conjugal relations 
and regard each other as fellow-sadhaks only and not as 
husband and wife. It is not as man and woman that the 
sadhaks are here; they have not come here to continue 
or to form vital or physical sexual relations between 
themselves under any pretext but to practise Yoga.

Any sadhak forming vital relations with others under the 
pretext of a psychic or spiritual relation is deceiving himself 
and violating the Truth and breaking the rule of the Yoga.

No sadhak should worship another sadhak or look on him 
as the embodied Divine; such movements are contrary to 

the sadhana and to the discipline of the Ashram and create 
false movements in the atmosphere.

You are not yet ready or fit as yet for life in the Ashram. 
There are certain weakness of the adhara (especially of the 
vital nature and the physical mind) which must be got rid of 
before you should think of joining the Ashram. To practice 
Yoga, as a member of the Ashram is to push yourself into 
the center of a pressure for the transformation of the whole 
being and, especially just now, of the physical mind and the 
lower vital nature, which that mind in you and your nervous 
parts in their present impurity and weakness might not be 
able to bear. It is our repeated experience that those who 
have this weakness are better outside the Ashram where 
they can slowly prepare and purify themselves without any 
premature pressure.

The Mother and I are equal. Also she is supreme here and 
has the right to arrange the work as she thinks best for the 
work, no one has any right or claim or proprietorship over 
any work that may be given to him. The Ashram is the 
Mother’s creation and would not have existed but for her, 
the work she does is her creation and has not been given 
to her and cannot be taken from her. Try to understand this 
elementary truth, if you want to have any right relation or 
attitude towards the Mother.

There are only two possible foundations for the material 
life here. One is that one is a member of an Ashram 
founded on the principle of self-giving and surrender. One 
belongs to the Divine and all one has belongs to the Divine; 
in giving one gives not what is one’s own but what already 
belongs to the Divine. There is no question of payment or 
return, no bargain, no room for demand and desire. The 
Mother is in sole charge and arranges things as best they 
can be arranged within the means at her disposal and the 
capacities of her instruments. She is under no obligation to 
act according to the mental standards or vital desires and 
claims of the sadhaks she is not obliged to use a demo-
cratic equality in her dealings with them.

Ashram
Life (Reproduced from

By Yogi Aurobindo)
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An interview with
Dr Ulrich Berk 
-  By Mrs Kalpita Wazhayil

Dr Ulrich Berk, a renowned scientist from 
Germany and one of the strongest proponents 
of Agnihotra vedik technology as a scientific 
method of managing the world environment, 

was in our Devrukh ashram for about 5 days in the month of April 
2014. Dr Berk was kind enough to have imparted very valuable 
knowledge to our sadhaks by sharing his experience and expertise in 
the field.  Here we are sharing some of the answers that he gave to 
the questions asked during the recorded interview:

1. Can you enlighten us about the transition that happens in the chemical 
structure of Agnihotra Ash with respect to the ingredients? This is mainly 
in relation to the information that Agnihotra Ash is supposed to have 92 
(94) elements while the ingredients have only 32 (34) elements. Any idea 
about the experiments to establish this?

Yes, this experiment was done 25-30 years back. I know for sure that one 
scientist from eastern Europe went to Akkalkot Shivpuri , met with son of Shri 
Gajanan Maharaj. I was lucky to be there to translate German to English, he 
then designed the experiment, and the Ash was sent to Europe. The Ash was 
analyzed in Europe and it was found to have traces of 92 elements.

2. Is there any change in the quality of Agnihotra Ash produced if the 
process is done exactly on time and if performed at different times than 
the scheduled Agnihotra time? If at all there are variations, do they 
appear in the chemical elements or at the level of subtle energies?

This experiment has been done for you. But first of all we need to understand 
the process of Agnihotra. Scientists ask such kind of questions- change of 
time, change in the shape of pyramid, with mantra and without mantra etc. 
Now two experiments were done in this regard. One was done in Palanpur 2 
years ago keeping in mind all the possibilities of variations like change of 
time, change in the shape of pyramid, with mantra and without mantra, cow 
dung no cow dung, cow ghee no cow ghee etc. The chemical analysis of the 
results showed only a little variation in the quality of Ash. The statistical 
analysis showed that it did not make any significant difference whether 
Agnihotra was done on time or not. However this chemical analysis was not 
a totally convincing thing. In Pune, Fergusson college, people did not analyze 
the ash, they used it for sprouting. They planted many seeds in different pots 
and measured the split of growth, shoot length, weight etc of the plants. The 
seed with the agnihotra ash (correctly done) showed considerable amount of 
growth than the other seeds. So this experiment showed that there is 
something about the agnihotra ash (when performed correctly) but what 
exactly is the difference in quality we do not know as yet. 

From the point of view of chemistry it gives the same results, but in IIT Madras 
they did this X-Ray spectroscopy and saw that these two ashes have different 
characteristics. In terms of physics there is a difference in the quality of Ash.

3. Can the Human Energy Meter be used to measure the energies 
(Differential energies) of different types of Ashes? 

Yes, I am pretty sure we can do that and it would be interesting and would 
make comparisons easier we can also get to know when agnihotra is done on 
time or otherwise and the variation in results thereof. However we will have to 
equip ourselves with the instrument to measure the energies.

4. Has Agnihotra process been used in sanitizing the Operation Theatre 
Environment? We have read somewhere that such experimentation was 
done in one of the hospitals in Chennai. Do you have any elaborate 
information on this? 

Yes, I have heard about this, but I don’t have any first hand  information. 
However it makes a lot of sense to sanitize any hospital. With agnihotra the 
count of pathogenic bacteria comes down resulting into a much more 
harmonized and hilled atmosphere. In U.S according to some studies 250 
people per day die due to germs in the hospitals. Just recently there was 
news every single day on television about the Malaysian aircraft. So people 
dying with pathogenic bacteria is like an air-crash everyday.  So, it makes 
sense to Sanitize hospitals. 

5. What according to you could be the reason for restricting ladies from 
performing Agnihotra during their Menstrual Cycles? Are there any scientific 
experimentation to establish that there is a contamination of the energy in 
the environment in case this rule is not observed? What is the correct time to 
restart Agnihotra cycles in such situation? To our knowledge the Food and 
Pharmaceutical Sector in Germany discourages ladies from being on the 
production shop floor during this period. Any comments on this. 

There are different levels of knowledge about this. Firstly, it is stated in vedic 
knowledge from where Agnihotra comes. Still I take it as hypotheses and we 
need to check it with modern science. Secondly, there are some observations 
in this regard. In some tribal areas people don’t buy meat from women, they 
prefer buying it from only men (as men don’t enter the menstrual cycle) and 
they say that the meat does not last long if we buy meat from women who 
are having periods. Again in Vedas it is stated that women should not walk 
around garden during such time as it has a negative effect on the plants also 
they should not take circles/rounds of the Audumbar tree as it can have a 
bad impact on the womb.So, there are many theories but it is still something 
that we need to look at. Experiments can be done on this and I am sure it’s 
not that difficult.

7. About the Agnihotra Ash medicines, is there a particular period within 
which the Ash is best used? Does the Ash lose its potency from the view 
point of healing with the passage of time?

Agnihotra Ash has healing properties for a very long time. But we should not 
keep it in plastic bags or metals unless it is Copper or Gold. Gold has similar 
properties to that of copper. These two metals are similar .They have healing 
properties. So, if the ash is kept properly it will last for a very long time.

8. Late Shri Vasant Raoji Paranjpe always used to tell us about the 
scientific experiment done by the Polish Army as well as by the Russian 
Government on Agnihotra. Were you by any chance, a part of any such 
experimentation and can we have some glimpses of some of those 
experiments which were done under secrecy? Can we have some idea 
about such experiments and the findings if available?

Yes, I was a part of such experiments when I travelled with Shri Vasant 
Paranjpe. Initially we did not get any results. Later on some scientists from 
Russia heard about the effect of cow-dung on radiation. They went to india to 
learn more about this. They were looking for some coating to protect there 
astronauts in the space shuttle. Another holly scientist conducted experiment 
about effect of agnihotra on water. He found that physical properties of water 
like magnetic permeability increased that was an interesting result. Recently 
we discussed the phenomenon with a scientist based in pune and we could 
established a fact that plants can take up nutrients easily as homa atmosphere 
increases permeability.
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A story of a Rich 
father and Son...
A very rich man took his son to a village to show 
what poverty is all about :

After the trip, he asked his son about poverty...

The son replied :

We have 1 dog ......... They had 4....

We have a small pool... They have a long river...

We've lamps..... They've stars...

We've small piece of land... They've large fields...

We buy food..... They grow theirs & eat fresh...

We have to play with computers.... They have 
real friends to play....

We have money which is supposed to make us 
happy.....  They have happiness hence they do 
not need money..

Their fathers have time for their children........... 
& Our fathers don't have......

The boy's dad was speechless.....

Then boy said ''Thanks dad for showing me 
how poor we are...

Children’s Summer Retreat 2014
While writing this, we are in the midst of our second camp of Children’s 
summer retreat. The participants of the first camp have all returned to their 
respective homes and are cherishing the memories of their wonderful retreat 
between 10th and 19th May. 32 students participated in the first version of 
retreat. They came from all over places like Delhi, Goa, Kolhapur, Ratnagiri, 
Mumbai, Thane, Pune, Nashik etc. Students from different locations added a 
mixed flavor of cultures to the event.

This retreat had a unique 
support this time from 
Deccan College- a World 
known institution in the 
field of Archeology and one 
of the oldest educational 
institutions in India. The 
management of Deccan 
College collaborated with 
us in imparting their 
expertise, experience and 

knowledge on ancient culture and different dimensions of the same like extinct 
animals & fossils, ancient scripts like Modi & Brahmi, Ancient Painting, Pot 
making art of the ancient times, creating moulds & blocks of the ancient times, 
understanding the different types of stones belonging to different eras, the 
process of excavation etc which added new dimensions to the lives of young 
children in the camp, to which they were never exposed before. 

This knowledge was imparted by the experts in the field, whose presence was 
of great importance to the success of the event.

Besides this, the children were also exposed to knowledge of Reiki- the divine 
healing principle, Art like Paintings, Crafts, Landscapes etc, Ancient wisdom 
like the true scientific 
principles behind the rituals 
and religious practices, the 
five fundamental elements, 
the science and scientists of 
the yore like Kanada, Bharad-
waja, etc. and their contribu-
tion to the human community, 
the Gardening practices, the 
Martial Art of Self Defense like 
Karate, Dancing of Indian and 
Western traditions, the 
Cosmology besides the Rural Games, Spiritual Games, Hiking, Trekking, etc.

The theme of this entire event was the Ancient Indian Sages. The five learning 
traditional huts were created which were named after the revered Sages like 
Maharshi Kanad, Maharshi Bhardwaj, Maharshi Bhaskaracharya, Maharshi 
Shushrut and Maharshi Aryabhatt. Each of these learning groups were headed 
by the seasoned and qualified Reiki masters. The theme continued in every 
activity that was performed during the entire camp duration. The Camp ended 
with the demonstration and display of all these Art Skills and Scientific Experi-
ments conducted by the participating students. The whole Ashram was 
vibrating with the energies of younger generation with the blessings of the 
divine sages of the past. It was a fusion of the powerful eras.  

Ashram Events
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SPRING
IS HERE!
By Prof Bharat Thakkar, Chicago, USA

Seeds want to grow, weeds want to spread, birds want to sing, 

flowers want to bloom, bees want to hum.

Love, procreation’s dance, nature wants balance! 

Love seeds want to flourish every soul looks to grow.

Nests in the trees, backyards and strange places. 

How-why-who builds them? Abundant energy, 

fertility Life force unlimited!

Singing, dancing, romancing, courting, loving, reminiscing years 

past Holding hands, reassuring love walking shyly, touching, feeling, 

stealing, seeking each other’s skin.

Finally hugging and kissing, and then loving! What a miracle!

I think Spring is here!

8

How beautifully Dr Bharat Thakkar has expressed the event of the arrival of the spring. All of us at Devrukh math actually 
went through these divine feelings for the past 24 days, right from 10th May till 2nd June. We had 2 Children’s Retreats and 
a 3 days camp for Parents thereafter. One can imagine with a presence of so many children (almost 100 around) what kind 
of energy we must have experienced? It was indeed a Life Force Unlimited. The spring did arrive in the minds and hearts of 
many many sadhaks in Devrukh ashram. The spring is there even now, waiting for you all to come and bask in its glory.
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In Sewa,YOU die so that you become alive...
Sewa is one such word, which just can’t be translated into English language or rather in any other 

non-Indian languages. Many words like Duty, responsibility etc come close to that but still leaves a lot 

of things unexplained and a lot of essence left out. The other day in ashram Guruji explained to us this 

difference beautifully. Sewa is based on the foundation of surrender. Unless one kills one’s ego, one can not 

offer sewa at all. Sewa has to be without any expectations, forget the desires. Duty or responsibilities are 

comparatively easier words to understand. They are also easier to ender than performing sewa. Even if there 

is a trace of ego or doing-ness left in one, the experience of sewa is bound to shatter him or her. It has to be 

a selfless expression.  While offering sewa one needs to be so much in surrender and so much free from ego, 

that a person can digest even the worst of the insults thrown towards him/her. When the ego is all gone, who 

will get insulted? Where would the wounds be? Many of the times we find that the idea of duty is being 

passed on as sewa. Duty has its own demands but they are not as challenging as sewa. One can still 

maintain the existence of ego while performing duties. There are comparisons, there are competi-

tions, there are measurable parameters etc when it comes to performing of duties. But Sewa has 

none of them. No wonder many who offer their duties under the disguise of sewa can’t forget 

their identities and ego. That is where the hierarchy comes. That is where the levels come. 

That is where the idea of power comes. That is where the conflicts arise. That is where the 

hearts bleed and the mind gets wounded. Duties always have a hidden agenda to become 

“that” to whom you are offering your services, in sewa you have already become “that”. So no 

more ambitions, no more ideas of power gaining, no more the ideas of hierarchies... Sewa is thus 

much larger word than duty or responsibility. In duties, your ego is still alive, in sewa you die (your 

ego dies) so that you (your soul) becomes alive...

Ashram Wisdom

Programmes Schedule for June2014
Dates

7th & 8th June

7th & 8th June

7th & 8th June

14th & 15th June

14th & 15th June

14th & 15th June

14th & 15th June

14th & 15th June

14th & 15th June

21st & 22nd June

21st & 22nd June

21st & 22nd June

21st & 22nd June

21st & 22nd June

28th & 29th June

Reiki Teacher

Seemaben

Vishal/Krupa

Rakesh

Bhartiben

Rakesh

Vishal

Krupa

Seemaben

Kalpita

Sangeeta

Seemaben

Ajit Sir

Kalpita

Krupa

Vishal/Kalpita

Location/Centre

Madgaon Goa

Madgaon Goa

Mumbai

Ahmedabad

Bengaluru

New Delhi

Nashik

Rajkot

Thane

Baroda

Bharuch

Devrukh

Devrukh

Kota

Pune

Degree

2nd

1st

1st

1st

1st

1st

1st

1st

1st

1st

1st

2nd

1st

1st 

1st 

Other Forthcoming Events:

Guru Purnima Utsav : 
12th July 2014 at Devrukh Ashram

Send your feedback about this issue of RVN
on ashtel86@gmail.com
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